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Project Description:
In recent years, targeted advertising has been source of a growing number of privacy complaints from Internet users [1]. At the heart of the problem lies the opacity of the targeted advertising mechanisms: users do not understand what data advertisers have about them and how this data is being used to select the ads they are being shown. This lack of transparency has begun to catch the attention of policy makers and government regulators, which are increasingly introducing laws requiring transparency [2].

To enhance transparency, Twitter recently introduced a feature (called “why am I seeing this”) that provides users with an explanation for why they have been targeted a particular ad. While this is a positive step, it is important to check whether these transparency mechanisms are not actually deceiving users leading to more harm than good. The goal of the project is to verify whether the explanations provided by Twitter satisfy basic properties such as completeness, correctness and consistency. The student will need to develop a browser extension or a mobile application that is able to collect the ad explanations received by real-world users on Twitter and to conduct controlled ad campaigns such that we can collect the corresponding ad explanations.

Throughout the project the student will be able to familiarize himself with the online targeted advertising ecosystems, learn to conduct online experiments and measure their impact and conceptually reflect at what is a good explanation.

Requirements:
Strong coding skills. Experience in working with data is a plus.
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